Course Link to a Discussion Forum

Overview

This tutorial will show you how to create a Course Link to a Discussion Forum from a Content Area or Learning Module. This process can be done after you Create a Discussion Forum for ease of access.

Quick Steps

Content Area/Learning Module > Build Content > Course Link > Browse > Select > Description

Step 1

Navigate to the Content Area or Learning Module where you want to add a Discussion Forum, hover over Build Content on the Action Bar, and select “Course Link” [1].
Step 2

Following the “Choose Item” option, click the *Browse* button [2]. Use the Window navigation to scroll to the *Discussions* section and select the specific Discussion Forum you would like to link to this Content Area or Learning Module [3].
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Step 3

It is recommended that you repost the Discussion Forum directions in the Description editor [4] so that students can read them before accessing the forum. Otherwise, students will be taken directly to the Discussion Forum page and will bypass the original instructions.
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Step 4

Click the *Submit* button to add the Course Link to the Discussion Forum to your Content Area or Learning Module.
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